Mutually exclusive splicing of calcium-binding domain exons in chick alpha-actinin.
We have determined the complete sequence of chick brain alpha-actinin (892 amino acids; 107,644 Da). The sequence differs from that of smooth muscle alpha-actinin only in the region of the first EF-hand calcium-binding motif, where 27 residues in brain alpha-actinin are replaced by just 22 residues in the smooth muscle isoform. This probably accounts for the different calcium sensitivities of the two isoforms with respect to actin binding. Analysis of the gene structure showed that this region of sequence divergence is encoded by two separate exons whose incorporation is mutually exclusive. We have determined the proportion of the two transcripts in various tissues and cell lines using poly(A)+ RNA and a quantitative assay based on the polymerase chain reaction. MRC-5 fibroblasts and HeLa cells express mRNAs encoding both isoforms, whereas Namalwa lymphoblastoid cells, which lack actin stress fibers, express only the non-muscle mRNA. Both isoforms of alpha-actinin became incorporated into stress fibers and cell-matrix junctions when full-length chick alpha-actinin cDNAs were expressed in monkey COS cells. The levels of chick alpha-actinin mRNAs were found to be serum-inducible, suggesting that alpha-actinin may be an early response gene.